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COMBINATION LOCK 2800

4-dial combination lock features up to

10,000 unique combinations

Key override and code-finding functions

A master key will be required to reset the

lock (master key separately).

Nimbus digital combination locker with

key over.

4 digit user-code

Day use or permanent with one code 

LOWE & FLETCHER

NIMBUS DIGITAL COMBINATION 



Touch keypad lock

Can change the master code or the User

code.

Day use or permanent mode

locks can be rental period - 1 hour, 8 hours,

or expiry date (assigned mode)

OJMAR OCS PRO LOCK

Digital combination lock with no master

key override.

Available in Black, Silver or White 

KITLOCK KL1000



OJMAR OTS ADVANCE 

OJMAR OTS  BASIC

Wireless connection with locks

Battery life lasts over 10 years

Equipped with RFID wrist straps or RIFD fobs

Battery  and Lock Status

Immediate operation without the need for

firmware update

High moisture and dry-proof

Great in environments with high moisture

or a dry environment

User-friendly- easy to use by pressing the

button.

Users can open it with a card, bracelet, or

key against the door knob

Power supply 4 AA 1.5V batteries.

Battery life: 30,000 cycles.

Detection of low battery.



Comes with 2 keys cost neutral with locker

price

Adaptable lock type, and often used within

any sector.

CAMLOCK

OJMAR COMBINATION 

4 digit combination lock

Combination lock with day use or a

permanent coe 

Can be used within wet or dry

environments 



HASPLOCK

Sudhaus lock comes with a foil key

override

3-digit combination lock

SUDHAUS

For users with padlocks 

Ensures the users that their belongings

are secure with their own padlocks.



Dry or Wet environment 

Ideal for swimming pools, amusement parks, fitness

facilities, and many more.

Comes with key

Dry or Wet environment 

Ideal for swimming pools, amusement parks, fitness

facilities, and many more.

Used by multiple users once done with the lockers

Comes with key

OJMAR COIN RETURN

LOWE & FLETCHER COIN RETURN

WRIST STRAP

Wrist straps are a great  accessory for the

coin return locks as the keys will be secure

with the user of the locker that has their

personal belongings
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